First ask questions like these, then ask tutors about grammar.

Does my thesis match the assignment?
Is my organization easy to understand?
Does my organization match the assignment?
Is this connection clear?
Does this part seem translated?
Is this part hard to understand?
Tell tutors – I don’t understand x. I’m confused about y.
Please help me find my most common kinds of mistakes.

3 Ways to Improve grammar

1. Avoid mistakes – see TLC Grammar Handout
2. Use simple SVX grammar – see TLC Grammar Handout
3. Find your mistakes (translating, verbs, adjectives, S-V agreement, prepositions, logic)
   a) Practice doing this - see TLC Grammar Handout
   b) Tutors can help you find your most common grammar mistakes in body paragraph two
   c) Then you can check other paragraphs for the same kinds of mistakes

NOTE: Because of TU policy on plagiarism and academic dishonesty, tutors can not check all of your grammar.